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About the presentation  

On my presentation I will try to show how can we cultivate rice without uptake 
under ground water. Day by  day water layer is decrease rapidly. This process can 
generally use of rice,  wheat, maize and another cereal crop by river water 
reserving process in canal and another reserving source for few days. This 
technique is generally season bases. When extremely   saline flow in river water 
which are not use  for crop .It is a cultural control of farming system. No chemical 
is use for  this method. By this process we  can solve our sweet water 
requirement.   



Place of the area

It is 22°51'51.0"N 89°36'09.9"E on google map which is located in 
Khulna district in Bangladesh .This beel is near about 54000 acre of 
land. Generally farmer of this area cultivate their crop by river soft 
water and underground water .It was our study how can we cultivate 
rice with underground water uptake.



Procedure:
The coastal area of Bangladesh which I indicate on my 
previous slide . this area is near about 54,000 acre of 
land. Aus rice is on of the most important cultivated crop 
of these area. generally Dec 15 to may15 is the period of 
aus rice cultivation. The crop of this area are affected by 
saline water during last 3 frequent irrigation of its life 
cycle. Which is march 15 to may 15.
generally the cultivation period of rice is December 15 to 
may 15.



We got soft water  December  15 to march 15 from river for successful 
cultivation . During this time we can use any surface water e,g river 
,pond,well water. 
So a plant can complete its first 3 frequent water requirement during  
December 15 to march 15 by surface soft water. After 15 march river 
water become saline because of the atmosphere  temperature is 
increase. There are mainly two process for water reservation. 

01.Cannel 
02.Digging well



Soft Water reserve  in cannel during 15 march 
to 15 April.



By cannel:
During  13 to 15 march when river water is soft. This 
soft water is reserve in the channel which is branched 
every where on the located area. During the full tide 
the channels are fill in full amount of soft water and 
the swatch gate is remain close.so that after next tide 
when the river contain salt water is  not permeable 
through the gate as a result cannel water remain soft 
during river salt water. Then this water is use for last 3 
frequent irrigation. 



02.Small well source

small well  is an another source for soft water 
irrigation in this area. According to the field 
experiment of this area and experience of the local 
people and farmer of this area if we dig a small well or 
small pond which is 10ft long 8ft wide and 10 ft. deep. 
water are  automatically fill up. It is a ecological 
feature of this area. We can use this water 2day 
interval for 0.75acre of land. After irrigation water 
automatically fully fill up after 48h.then we can use 
again this water for requirement. 



Pie chart of water management 

River water during 
December 15 to march 15 
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Reserving or  process water during march 15 to April  15 



Conclusion 

According to the field experiment and all observation we  come to the 
conclusion of the decision that the discribe method of the project of 
soft water irrigation by without uptaking underground water is a 
durable process for cultivation.So if the farmer  follow theis method the 
can cultivate crop without uptaking underground water.
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